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AutoBerry is a premium Source of ready-to-install custom convertible tops, Seat Covers,
upholstery, and other accessories for your vehicle. We meet your exact specifications when it
comes to producing high-quality products that are made to last. Whether it is our specially
treated, damage resistant tops or our beautiful, computer-cut upholstery that fits exactly into
your car, we know how to do things right, and we work with you to create the look that is right
for you. If you are looking for a convertible top replacement, there is no better place to shop
than with AutoBerry. You can choose from one of a variety of colors and finish materials to
match your original top or upgrade to something completely different. These custom tops come
ready to install with no sewing or assembly required. You can complete the installation yourself,
if you wish, or we can help you find a professional installer of replacement convertible tops near
you. For upholstery and other auto accessories, AutoBerry has what you are looking for. With a
large selection of replacement seat covers for a number of different vehicles such as Porsche,
Mercedes and BMW Convertible tops as well as carpet kits, boot covers, and more, we have
what you need to give your vehicle what it needs. Our ordering process is simple and secure. If
you have any questions about your order or our products, contact us via email or phone. Our
operating hours are from a. Register login view cart. Alfa Romeo. Azure Continental GTC Allante
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updates! The Chrysler Crossfire is a rear-wheel drive , two-seat sports car that was sold by
Chrysler and built by Karmann of Germany for the to model years. The second generation SLK
was built on a new R platform starting in the model year; the R platform was essentially handed
down to Chrysler for use in building the Crossfire. Having initially arrived in as a concept car
styled by Eric Stoddard , [3] the Chrysler was further refined by Andrew Dyson [4] before
production began in for model year sales. The name "Crossfire" refers to the two character lines
that run from front to rear along the body sides â€” their crease directions cross below the
mirrors on the door panels. The Chrysler Crossfire concept car was introduced at the North
American International Auto Show and the production version unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto
Show as a model "is as faithful a translation from concept to production as any in recent
memory. We had to retain that. We want to polarize our audienceâ€”we want people to love it or
hate it. The Crossfire's visual presence includes a wide body raked over relatively huge inch
rear wheels and inch front wheels. Chrysler executed the interior and exterior styling. All other
elements of the car such as wheelbase , track, engine , transmission , chassis structure,
suspension components, are shared with the R platform. The dashboard layout, controls and
instruments are also similar to those on the Mercedes-Benz SLK The standard transmission is a
6-speed manual with an optional 5-speed automatic. Base Standard and Limited models,
originally sold beginning in the model year, are equipped with a Mercedes-Benz M 3. SRT-6
models came only with the 5-speed automatic transmission, consistent with AMG cars of the
same era. The 5-speed automatic transmission in the Crossfire known as 5G-Tronic is also
Mercedes sourced and a variant of the The automatic achieves a better EPA fuel efficiency
rating over the 6MT, mostly due to the difference in gear ratios. Unlike most cars of its time, the
Crossfire does not use a rack and pinion steering system; instead, it utilizes a recirculating ball
system as employed on the donor R platform. Optional features on the Chrysler Crossfire
included an automatic transmission, a six-speaker premium Infinity sound system with two
"subwoofers" mounted directly behind each seat, a CD-based GPS navigational system, exterior
paint colors, and additional interior color choices. The original contract with Karmann to build
the Crossfire was for about five years with an annual sales target of 20, units in the United
States. A small number of Crossfires were imported to the United States and Mexico for and
almost all of these were roadsters. Chrysler discontinued the Crossfire after the model year, as
part of its restructuring plans. For the first model year , only the coupe was offered with no trim
levels , equipped quite similarly to the next year's Limited model. In model year , there were two
models available; Coupe and Roadster, each with three trim levels: Base with fewer amenities ,
Limited, and SRT-6 supercharged. Base Crossfire models, both Coupe and Roadster, have black
painted windshield frames, black filler plugs in place of fog-lights in the front fascia, and fabric
seats with separate, movable headrests. Limited and SRT-6 models, both Coupe and Roadster,
all have silver painted windshield frames and are equipped with fog lights. The Limited has
leather upholstery. All Base and Limited Crossfire models included an electronic wing on the
back hatch that would go up at about 65 mph and comes back down at 45 mph. The wing had a
manual switch to raise it and lower it at any speed. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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only SRT -branded vehicle. Cars The Chrysler "letter series" are high-performance personal
luxury cars that were built by Chrysler in the U. Successive model years were given the next
letter of the alphabet as a suffix skipping "i" , reaching the L by , after which the model
sequence was discontinued. The "letter series" cars were among the vehicles built by domestic
U. The automaker began using the designations again for performance-luxury sedans in , using
the M nameplate from to , and expanding the series with a new V8-powered C, the top model of
a new Chrysler line, a new rear-wheel drive car launched in for the model year. This first of the
letter series cars did not bear a letter, but can retroactively be considered the 'A'. The 'C-'
designation was applied to all Chrysler models; however for marketing purposes the numerical
series skipped more than numbers forward in sequence in order to further reinforce the 's bhp
rating. The car's "Forward Look" styling can be attributed as much to the Chrysler parts bin as
designer Virgil Exner. The front clip, including the grille, was taken from the Imperial of the
same year, but the rest of the car did not look like an Imperial. The midsection was from a New
Yorker hardtop , with a Windsor rear quarter. Exner also included base-model Chrysler bumpers
and removed many exterior elements such as back-up lights, hood ornament, side trim, and
exterior mirrors. An electric clock and two-speed windshield wipers were standard. Power
windows and power seat were available but air conditioning was not available in Measured at A
companion of this generation was introduced as the DeSoto Adventurer that was less luxurious,
while still sharing much of the mechanicals, giving DeSoto a performance enhanced model. A
total of 1, were sold. Front leg room was The model year C was restyled, featuring a "yawning"
wide front grille and larger tailfins. A convertible model was available for the first time. The car
featured red, white, and blue 'C' medallions on the sides, hood, trunk, and interior. A total of 1,
coupes and convertibles were built. The model year was to be the last use of the FirePower
Hemi in the A D was driven to A total of hardtops and convertibles were produced, in part due to
a recession. Total sales included coupes and convertibles. Power swivel seats were standard.
The carburetors and air cleaners hung off the sides of the engine over the fender wells. These
long tubes were tuned so that resonances in the column of air helped force air into the cylinders
at those engine speeds. Also new were four individual, leather bucket seats with a full-length
console from dash to rear seatback. Swivelling front seats were fitted as standard equipment.
Only 15 "short ram" cars were produced; these were also fitted with the exotic but often
troublesome French Pont-a-Mousson 4-speed manual transmissions developed for the
Chrysler-powered Facel Vega. Approximately 4 of these "Special GTs" are known to exist,
including one convertible and one with air conditioning; it is believed that 15 were originally
produced. The bodywork was also redone for , using Chrysler's new lightweight unibody
construction and given sharper-edged styling with outward-tilting fins that were visually
separated from sides. The "toilet seat" trunk lid contributed to a demeaning opinion of the F and
was done away with after this one year of production. Sales increased to coupes and
convertibles. The G saw another restyle. The grille, formerly wider at the bottom than the top,
was inverted; the quad headlights, formerly side-by-side, were arranged in angled fashion,
inward at the bottom, [5] in a manner reminiscent of Lincolns , Buicks and the Rolls-Royce
Silver Cloud Mulliner Park Ward coupe. Small parking lamps below the headlights were likewise
slanted and V-shaped, and the front bumper was canted up at each end, scoop-like. At the rear,

the taillights were moved from the fins to the tail below them, and the fins were made
sharper-pointed. Power windows were standard. Mechanically, the cross-ram "short ram" and
"long ram" engines remained the same, although the expensive French manual transmission
was dropped, and replaced by a more reliable and still expensive Chrysler racing manual
transmission referred to as 'option code '. There are currently only five cars with this
transmission. Code cars may have been built for the Daytona Flying Mile, although like the F
Specials, no specific records were kept by Chrysler. Unlike the F Specials which were randomly
pulled from the line and upgraded for the Flying Mile , the Gs had a specific build code From s H
, the fins were gone, as was the letter series' unique place in the Chrysler lineup; there was now
a whole Chrysler Sport Series which included a four-door hardtop along with a two-door
hardtop and convertible , along with the H. Externally there was little difference between the H
and the Sport Series except for a "H" badge on the driver's side of the trunk , and many of the
H's features could be ordered as options on the other models. Under the hood of the H the
cross ram engine became an option, and there was a return to the inline dual 4-barrel carburetor
setup of the E as the base powerplant. Further restyling for the J the letter "I" was skipped
because people would confuse it for the numeral "1". Shared with the Newport and New Yorker
series, this body design was the last one styled during Virgil Exner's term as Chrysler's styling
chief. The letter-series convertible was dropped, leaving the hardtop. A redesigned and more
sumptuous interior featured an oddly squared steering wheel. Sales were especially poor, with
only cars produced. As for the non-letter , the convertible was the official pace car for the
Indianapolis Mile Race. Power steering was standard. The convertible returned for the K , but
the "cross-ram" engine became an extra-cost option available on the K only. Leather upholstery
was no longer standard either. All this reduced the baseline price by over a thousand dollars,
and sales responded with the largest total ever; 3, coupes and convertibles. A center console
was standard. The L was the eleventh and final model in the traditional letter series. Like every
other Chrysler, it featured a completely restyled body with the crisp lines, slab sides and a tall
greenhouse that were introduced by Elwood Engel , successor of Virgil Exner as Chrysler's
head of styling. It was a linear look and the panoramic windshield that had been used since was
abandoned. The car had grown two inches in wheelbase and three inches in overall length. Both
2-door hardtop with crease lines in the roof sheetmetal for the then-popular "convertible look"
and 2-door convertible body styles were available. The buyer could choose between the
standard 3-speed TorqueFlite automatic and the no-cost option 4-speed manual with Hurst shift
linkage. Every feature on the L could be ordered as an option on the regular ; thus, the only
difference was the L-exclusive ornamentation. This consisted of round "L" medallions at the
center of the die-cast grille star and in the middle of the textured aluminum applique between
the taillights, a red-paint-filled full-length beltline molding, and a rectangular die-cast "" badge
on rear fenders. Intending to return the letter series to its roots, Chrysler proposed the M as a
clay mockup in October The exterior was similar to the L, except the M had spinner-type knock
off wheel covers with a "M" medallion in the center, as well as another "M" medallion on the
trunk lid. The front running lights were moved to the center grille bar and the front turn signals
were widened. The M also had paint stripes along the lower body line instead of the chrome
molding found on the non-letter series s, "M" medallions on the sides, script "Three Hundred"
badges and unique tail lights and bezels. Three-spoke headlight ornaments were planned, but
dropped due to legal issues in some states. The interior was identical to the non-letter series
except for the "M" medallions. This first M proposal was cancelled in November "to reduce
scheduling and plant complexity". The Hemi cars would also feature a dual-faced "7-Liter Hemi"
medallion. This proposal was also cancelled as the letter series s had lost their prestige and
exclusivity as they were simply non-letter series s with letter badges. The Hurst lacks the
single-letter suffix of its forebears and appeared five years after the last Letter Series Chrysler,
the L. Many automobile historians do not include the Hurst as a Letter Series model. The
concept of the car, however, does fit with the Letter Series cars, as it was a high-performance
variant of the luxury , built with the input of aftermarket parts manufacturer Hurst Performance.
Only units are believed to have been built. The Hurst s were all 2-door and shared a white and
gold paint scheme similar to the Oldsmobile and Pontiac Hurst models of the day. The scooped
hood and trunk lid with a molded spoiler are both fiberglass. All Hurst s had satin tan leather
interiors that were straight out of the Imperial and could be had with column- or
console-mounted automatics. All original letter series cars are considered collectible as of
[update] , but the early years are much more desirable. The C through G convertibles are the
most desirable price-wise due to their scarcity and low survival rates; the coming of the regular
series cars in makes the subsequent letter series seem less special and less desirable to
collectors. There was one concept vehicle called the Chrysler , created in It featured a sports
car body and a Viper engine. It was never produced. The letter series name was resurrected in

on the Chrysler M ; but it is the C that is closest to the original with its rear-wheel drive, and V8
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Mode Original Dark. Top Hydraulics is the world's leading rebuilder of convertible top
hydraulics - Top Hydraulics' quality is unmatched, far better than on brand new parts! If we
couldn't make the parts better, then we wouldn't bother working on them. We rebuild cylinders,
we manufacture new hoses, and we rebuild convertible top and lift gate pumps. We offer core
exchange where we ship parts from our inventory first, then you send back your original parts
to recover your deposit on most convertible top hydraulic cylinders and pumps, and we can
even take care of unusual problems such as flood or fire victims. Top Hydraulics' cylinder
rebuild service is widely known as the best possible option, even if you are an excellent
Do-It-Yourselfer. Note also our rebuild service for hydraulic valve blocks, distributors, and
pumps, as well as manufacture new, superior hydraulic hoses. DIY cylinder rebuild will usually
lead to unintended damage - we have seen thousands of ruined cylinders from failed DIY repair
attempts! We have two order methods: Either you send in your cylinders first, or choose to
"Order now with Core Exchange". Model years have twelve hydraulic cylinders, while models
have eleven hydraulic cylinders that move and lock the roadster soft top. The left tonneau cover
lock was omitted after The original seals in the hydraulic cylinders, aka rams or actuators, will
eventually fail in every R, unless it gets wrecked prematurely, even if you never drive the car or

have never used the top before. Rebuilding these cylinders is NOT a matter of changing o-rings.
Every R cylinder has one o-ring, and those rarely ever fail. What fails most frequently, are the
other seals, which have special shapes for proper function. Top Hydraulics replaces and
upgrades ALL seals in the cylinders with our superior proprietary material:. They are
cup-shaped and seal the piston rod from the rest of the cylinder. When they fail, you will see
fluid coming out next to the chromed shaft rod. These are usually the first seals to fail in the
cylinders. They seal the input and output sections from each other, as the piston slides through
the cylinder. Failing piston seals will cause internal leaks, which result in a pressure drop in
your hydraulic system. Early model years have the added problem that the piston seals swell up
and make it very hard to move the piston inside the cylinder. Crumbling piston seals can block
valves or pinholes inside the hydraulic system, and it can be difficult to diagnose a piston seal
failure without testing several cylinders once you find that your top is moving slowly or not at
all. These are just o-rings that seal the top cap of the cylinder from the housing. They are
usually the last seals to fail, but these o-rings are penny items. They seal the hydraulic lines
where they are pushed into the cylinders. Port seal failure is becoming more and more common
as the Rs age. Port seals have a special shape that makes them seal under pressure. O-rings
wouldn't do the trick. DIY removal of the brass rings will almost certainly destroy the brass
rings. Top Hydraulics installs port seals that are tighter than the originals, just in case the
hydraulic line fittings have been scratched. Cylinders and distributors upgraded by Top
Hydraulics should easily outlast your car! For Rebuilding Your Cylinders: You must send your
convertible hydraulic top cylinders to us. Once we receive your cylinders, the turn around time
is up to two business days for rebuild service and we will ship the cylinders back to you by
Priority U. Mail days delivery time. Core exchange service is now available for full sets of eight
cylinders, as well as some single cylinders based on availability. Model years have eight
hydraulic cylinders that move and lock the convertible soft top. The original seals in the
hydraulic cylinders, aka rams or actuators, will eventually fail in every W, unless it gets wrecked
prematurely, even if you never drive the car or have never used the top before. Every W cylinder
has one o-ring, and those rarely ever fail. Port seal failure is becoming more and more common
as the Ws age. Typically requires 5 rams with hydraulic lines for complete upgrade of
convertible hard top lifting system. We have two order methods: rebuilding the cylinder s you
send in, or sending you a complete set up-front from our stock slightly higher charge, plus a
refundable core deposit apply. Please note: it is highly advisable to upgrade the trunk cylinders
and the main lift cylinders in pairs. When considering the labor involved in removing one
cylinder compared to a full set of cylinders, it is usually best to have all cylinders upgraded at
the same time. The reason is, the majority of the labor involved is in removing access panels,
and once the panels are removed, it is comparatively not much more work to remove all
cylinders at once. Remember, the rebuild service for all cylinders at once costs about as much
as a single replacement cylinder, and you get a much better, longer lasting product Core
exchange currently available for the R SLK front lock cylinder, the full set cylinders, and the
hydraulic pump unit. Core deposit will be refunded after we receive your old front lock cylinders
back with lines attached and intact, as well the shaft not being scratched by tools. Either
scratched shaft or damaged lines result in reduced core refund. Top Hydraulics manufactures
replacement shafts and replacement hoses, but there is significant cost involved. If you send
your cylinders in for rebuild service, Top Hydraulics averages a 2-day turn around time. Front
lock and main lift cylinders must be received with lines attached and intact. The lines on the
trunk lid cylinders are detachable. Remember, the rebuild service for all cylinders at once costs
about as much as a single replacement cylinder, and you get a much better product Top
Hydraulics upgrades are truly better and longer-lasting than OEM replacements. We upgrade
your parts to "better than new" condition with advanced seals. All cylinders have the hydraulic
lines attached and must be shipped in that condition. The seals in ALL these cylinders fail with
time. Usually, the roof lock cylinder aka A 08 72 is first to leak. If you live in a hot climate and
you have noticed a hydraulic leak, then having Top Hydraulics upgrade all eleven cylinders and
the pump at the same time is the best choice - you will have to deal with the hydraulics only
once, you save a lot of labor in the end, and the convertible top hydraulic system will outlast
your car. Top Hydraulics' rebuild service is a true upgrade, since the rebuilt cylinders will last
much longer than the originals under the same conditions, and a design flaw gets eliminated
from the otherwise excellent hydraulic system. The hydraulic lines are not detachable from the
cylinders. That means the cylinders have to be shipped with lines attached and intact. Top
Hydraulics can replace cut lines on the cylinders, but there would be an additional charge. The
R's hydraulic Vario roof pump aka hydraulic unit is a complex, high-performance pump with
integrated valve block, two different output pressures, high-end electronic noise suppression,
and high flow rate. The upgrade service for your hydraulic top pump replaces heat sensitive

parts inside the pump with re-designed, precision machined aluminum ones, improves fluid
filtering, services the valve block, solenoids and check valves, upgrades electronic
components, upgrades internal seals, and replaces the electric motors if needed. Top
Hydraulics' service makes these high-performance pumps better than brand new ones! Core
Exchange is now available for full sets and for various but not all single cylinders. If you live in
a hot climate and you have noticed a hydraulic leak, then having Top Hydraulics upgrade all
cylinders and the pump at the same time is the best choice - you will have to deal with the
hydraulics only once, you save a lot of labor in the end, and the convertible top hydraulic
system will outlast your car. The R's hydraulic pump aka hydraulic unit is a complex,
high-performance pump with integrated valve block, two different output pressures, high-end
electronic noise suppression, and high flow rate. The W CLK-Class convertibles have seven
hydraulic cylinders for convertible top actuation and latching. The two aluminum latching
cylinders and are usually the first ones to fail, and should be upgraded at the same time. The
five black lift cylinders x72 usually follow as a second stage. We upgrade your x72 cylinder s by
replacing the tiny OEM rod seal with a much larger one made of superior material, and adding
custom caps made of CNC machined stainless steel to accommodate these superior seals. Our
seals are not sensitive to water and are resistant to most additives in hydraulic fluid. This
results in a much longer service life than the standard OEM cylinders, for a fraction of the price.
Our Core Exchange option makes this as easy as buying a new cylinder - you only have to ship
back your old cylinder s afterwards for core credit. Core Exchange is available for single CLK
cylinders, locking cylinders already mounted in replacement latches, or full sets of cylinders.
Top Hydraulics' also rebuilds and upgrades convertible hydraulic pumps, and we also
manufacture our own upgraded hydraulic lines. Owning and driving a convertible with an
automatic top is prestigious, convenient and exciting - let Top Hydraulics help you enjoy your
beautiful car even more by making your convertible top system truly better than new! Once we
receive your cylinders, the turn around time for W CLK-Class cylinders is about two days for
rebuild service and we will ship the cylinders back to you by Priority U. Mail days transit time in
the US. You remove your cylinders you would like to have rebuilt, and send them to us. Once we
receive your cylinders, the turn around time for W CLK-Class cylinders is days for rebuild
service and we will ship the cylinders back to you by Priority U. If you're on a tight schedule to
get your top operating again, Our Core Exchange option can make this as easy as buying new
cylinders - you only have to ship back your old cylinder s afterwards for core credit. Core
Exchange is available for some single CLK cylinders depending on our inventory, but always
available for full sets of cylinders. These cylinders typically fail first in the rear of the cylinder.
The OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer cylinders have front and rear caps that are sealed
from the cylinder bodies with a seal material that decays over time. Top Hydraulics replaces
those seals with a far superior material that is not sensitive to water and is resistant to most
additives in hydraulic fluid. Our seals have a larger cross section for a superior static seal. The
OEM cylinders rely on a tiny o-ring to energize a very thin, flat rod seal. The o-rings loose
elasticity over time, and the OEM rod seals wear out. Top Hydraulics manufactures and installs
its own precision CNC machined front caps in these cylinders, so that the tiny OEM rod seals
can be replaced with Top Hydraulics' own u-cup seals for a far more reliable seal and much
longer service life. In addition, the size and geometry of Top Hydraulics' u-cups is forgiving to
tiny scratches and imperfections in the cylinder rods aka piston rods or shafts , caused during
the original manufacture, during removal from the car, during installation into the car, or by
impurities in the hydraulic fluid. Top Hydraulics replaces the port seals where the hydraulic
hoses attach and ships spares with each cylinder, in case your mechanic accidentally pinches
an o-ring while installing the hydraulic hose. Owning and driving a convertible with an
automatic top is prestigious, convenient and exciting - let Top Hydraulics help you enjoy your
beautiful car even more by making your convertible top system truly better than new!. Once we
receive your cylinders, the turn around time for A E-Class cylinders is days for rebuild service
and we will ship the cylinders back to you by Priority U. Various options are available - please
inquire if you do not find the exact match in our online offering. Top Hydraulics services and
upgrades pumps, upgrades the seals in the cylinders, and replaces hydraulic hoses if
necessary with far superior material. Why buy new parts - you will get a superior product back
from Top Hydraulics at a fraction of the dealer price. Top Hydraulics is proud to offer core
exchange for ML lift gate pumps. Core exchange means we send you a pump from our inventory
first, then you send back your original one known as the core to recover the full deposit if the
pump can be rebuilt which they almost always can and you sent us back all parts. The pump
ships filled with fluid and with new crush washers for the hydraulic lines, which makes pump
replacement plug-and-play for you! Most pumps fail when they accidentally get exposed to too
much moisture. The rebuild service of the electrical portion of your pump can entail replacing

the electric motor, replacing the solenoid, rebuilding the motor, rebuilding the solenoid,
replacing the wiring harness, repairing the wiring harness, or a combination of the above. In
most cases, the electric motor gets fully disassembled, the housing gets sandblasted, and
protected with several paint layers. Further to electrical issues, Top Hydraulics will always
rebuild the pump by replacing internal seals, replacing rotor and pistons if necessary, replacing
or rebuilding internal check valves, and putting the finished product through an extensive test
to ensure that you get back a pump that performs better than a brand new one. A simple
description about any competitors that we have seen so far, trying to "invade" the pump rebuild
market: there is no comparison to our product. We do the job right, and we ship products of
which we are convinced that they are better than brand new ones. We don't supply make-shift
solutions that may make the pump survive a short warranty period, but we implement solid
improvements to the pumps. For example, we mold our own oil seals between the electric motor
and the pump - much like the rear main seal of an engine in an improved shape compared to
OEM seals that will allow more back pressure from the pump and last longer. Unless our rebuilt
pumps get badly abused, they should outlast your car! The seals inside these cylinders are
similar to those in other convertibles and lift gate cylinders: they decay with time. Otherwise,
the cylinders do not normally wear out unless they are grossly mistreated and get damaged on
the chromed shafts. Thus, with Top Hydraulics' superior seals in your cabriolet hydraulics, they
will be better than brand new parts. Top Hydraulics is currently servicing the lift gate pump and
cylinder on a case-by-case basis. Send us your pump or pump and cylinder, we will evaluate
them, and give you a price for rebuild with warranty. Top Hydraulics rebuilds the tiny valves and
distributors for the Grans Pullman Limousine's central hydraulic system, and makes them
better than brand new ones. We use the same seal shapes with edge-seal technology, but we
use more modern and yet longer lasting materials. Send in your parts for rebuild - there is no
core exchange program. The rebuild service includes replacement and upgrade of all internal
seals. Send in your pump first, allow a few days for turn around. No core exchange - we do not
stock this part. Price listed is for Standard Rebuild Service - You send in your cylinders to be
rebuilt. Full set of vario roof cylinders consists of eight hydraulic cylinders excluding the roll
bar related cylinders. Typically requires 8 rams for complete replacement of convertible soft top
lifting system. Send in your cylinders first. Top Hydraulics replaces and upgrades all seals with
superior material, making the top cylinders in your convertible better than brand new ones. We
upgrade the cheap, tiny rod seals with much larger cup seals for maximum service life and for
much better tolerance of imperfections on the cylinder shafts. Awesome package deal! Send in
your part first, or select optional up-front shipping aka core exchange. Note: The power trunk lid
is optional equipment. If you don't know whether or not your vehicle is equipped with this
option, look for a red button on the bottom of the trunk lid. If the red power trunk button is there,
your car is equipped with this cylinder. Ships back filled with fluid. Home Mercedes-Benz. Select
Your Vehicle. Mercedes-Benz Top Hydraulics is the world's leading reb
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uilder of convertible top hydraulics - Top Hydraulics' quality is unmatched, far better than on
brand new parts! Top Hydraulics replaces and upgrades ALL seals in the cylinders with our
superior proprietary material: 1 Rod seals. Mercedes Benz R Years note that US model year '04
is usually an R model Top Hydraulics' cylinder rebuild service is widely known as the best
possible option, even if you are an excellent Do-It-Yourselfer. G-Class convertibles have two
hydraulic cylinders lifting the top. Active filters. Price listed is for Standard Rebuild Service- You
send in your cylinders to be rebuilt. Rebuild and upgrade service for your G-Class Cabrio soft
top pump. Unlike anyone else, Top Hydraulics replaces and upgrades all port seals where the
hoses go in. Roll bar related cylinders available in other options highly advisable. Core
Exchange is in not available - We do not stock this part. All internal seals get upgraded,
guaranteed much better than a brand new part. Showing of item s.

